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Abstract
Cable-bar structures are commonly used in engineering. Some of them are in special configuration named “tensegrity”. The 
objective of the present paper is to describe and verify two interesting examples of existing civil engineering structures called 
tensegrity in the literature: Kono structure and Blur building. Singular value decomposition of the compatibility matrix of truss 
structures is used to define two crucial features of tensegrity: existence of mechanisms and self-stress states. Eigensolution of the 
stiffness matrix extended on geometrical stiffness matrix allow to identify if the self -stress stabilizes the equilibrium of the 
structure – if the mechanisms are infinitesimal or finite.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the XXV Polish – Russian – Slovak Seminar “Theoretical 
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the concept of tensegrity structures [4,6] is understood in many ways [12]. A widely accepted version 
is proposed by Pugh [13] as follows: “A tensegrity system is established when a set of discontinuous compressive 
components interacts with a set of continuous tensile components to define a stable volume in space.”
Key features of tensegrity structures can be defined as [8]:
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− the structure is a truss,
− there are self-stress sates,
− there are infinitesimal mechanisms and they are stabilized by these self-stress states,
− the system of compression elements is discontinuous,
− compression members are inside the tensile elements,
− tensile elements have no rigidity – they are strings.
The presence of all of these characteristics allows qualifying a structure as a tensegrity structure. 
A key step in the design of tensegrity structures is the determination of their geometrical configuration, known as 
form-finding. The form-finding process determines a possible pre-stress distribution and geometry for a tensegrity. 
The method based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) [5,9] is used in the paper to identify whether the 
structure is geometrically variable and whether there are self-stress states.
The term “tensegrity” is so attractive that many engineering structures are called with its use. Two interesting 
examples of existing civil engineering structures are presented and analyzed in Chapter 3.
2. SVD decomposition
The subject of the analysis is N-membered, supported truss with following characteristics: material constants Ee,
cross-sectional areas Ae and bar lengths Le. Its mechanical properties are described by three linearized equations: 
compatibility, material properties and equilibrium with boundary conditions included
Bqǻ = , EǻS = , PSB =T (1)
where q is displacement vector of length M, Δ is extension vector, S is normal force vector, E is elasticity matrix, P
is load vector and B is compatibility matrix which can be determined directly or using the formalism of the finite 
element method [8,14]. The singular value decomposition of an N×M real matrix B is a factorization of the form: 
TYNXB = (2)
where Y is an N×N real orthogonal matrix, X is an M×M real orthogonal matrix and N is an N×M rectangular 
diagonal matrix. Let us consider two eigen problems 
( ) 0=− yIBB μT and ( ) 0=− xIBB λT (3)
with the solutions in the form of eigenvalues and eigenvectors (normalized)
NN yyy ,...;;,;, 2211 μμμ and NN xxx ,...;;,;, 2211 λλλ (4)
Full solutions of the above eigen-problems can be expressesd in the condensed forms
TT YMYBB = and TT XLXBB = (5)
{ },...11 Ndiag μμμ=M { },...11 Mdiag λλλ=L ],...[ 21 NyyyY = ]...[ 21 MxxxX = (6) 
One can notice that the product BBT can be considered as a matrix of symmetrised equations of equilibrium with 
non-negative eigenvalues. Zero eigenvalues (if any) are related to the non-zero solution of homogeneaous equations 
(P=0) named self-stress. The self-stress can be considered as an eigenvector related to zero eigenvalue).
In a similar way the product BTB can be considered as a particular form of linear stiffness matrix with unit
elasticity matrix. The eigenvalues are non-negative. Zero eigenvalues (if any) are related to the finite or infinitesimal 
mechanisms, but in general the information from the null-space analysis alone does not suffice to establish the 
difference. The mechanism can be considered as an eigenvector related to zero eigenvalue.
Based on the above two eigen-problems it is easy to proof the singular value decomposition of the matrix B
TTTTTTT YMYYYNNYXNYNXBB === and TTTTTTT XLXNXXNYNXYXNBB === (7)
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with the following relations included
TNNM = and NNL T= (8)
To establish if the mechanism is infinitesimal it is necessary to analyse the eigen-solution of the stiffness matrix 
EBBK T= with addition of geometric stiffness matrix GK [8,14], which is possible if the self-stress exist. 
3. Kono structure
Double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs) are spatial reticulated systems based on tensegrity principles, which have 
been studied in detail over recent years. An example of such construction is the Kono’s structure. Kono et al. [10]
experimentally investigated a 9 m span double-layer tensegrity grid subjected to dynamic loading. A double-layer 
tensegrity grid with a newly proposed member joint system has been constructed for testing. The structure were 
consisted of modified simplex modules connected with each other (Fig. 3a). The ratio of dimensions of upper and 
lower basis was modified. Moreover, additional strings supporting triangle tendons of the lower base were  
introduced (Fig. 1). Modules were connected alternately in a way that supported strings from one module created 
also upper basics of next modules [7].
A big-scale model composed by 33 triangular modules, with an 80m2 covered area, was constructed at the end of 
the experiment, including for their assembly a newly proposed member joint system. Finally, the study ended with 
the grant of a patent [11] which also included configurations of 4 strut modules and domical representations of that 
specific double-layer tensegrity grids [10].
a) b)
Fig 1. The module and a part of  Kono structure: a) axonometry, b) top view [8].
From the point of view of tensegrity structures the single module of the Kono structure is a modified 3-strut 
Simplex tensegrity module. The modification is in the lower triangle of the module with some additional cables. The 
cables allow to connect the modules to each other and the modified module can’t exist separately. 
Fig 2. Kono structure in Mathematica environment.
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The computational model is made in the Mathematica environment (Fig. 2). The structure is supported and there 
are 30 nodes, 66 elements and 90 d.o.f. After calculation by SVD decomposition of the compatibility matrix one 
mechanism and one self-stress were obtained. The mechanism is finite since no zero eigenvalues for 
GKK +
matrix exist. The Kono structure posess tensegrity properties. The structure is sensitive for the changes of self-stress 
and can be easily controlled [1].
4. Blur building
Blur Building (Fig. 3) was built for the Swiss Expo 2002 on Lake Neuchatel. It is an architecture of atmosphere. 
This is called as lightweight tensegrity structure. The form is based on the work of Buckminster Fuller. Elizabeth 
Diller and Ricardo Scofidio were the creators of the architectural project. In a project collaboration, several 
architects and artists founded the group "extasia", which won the competition for the site in Yverdon. It measures 
300 feet wide by 200 feet deep by 75 feet high (Fig. 2). The primary building material is indigenous to the site, 
water. A system of rectilinear struts and diagonal rods cantilevers out over the lake from piles in the water. Ramps 
and walkways weave through the system, some of them providing a counterweight for the structure. A series of 
vertical struts were suspended by tendons from the platform. The building was clad in steam, avoiding the need to 
attached cladding to the tensile web. A weather station was built-in and it controls fog output in response to shifting 
climatic conditions such as temperature, humidity, wind direction, and wind speed [2,3].
Fig. 3. Blur Building [3].
Several computational models were prepared to analyze the Blur building as a potential tensegrity structure. 
Based on the singular value decomposition of the compatibility matrix B and on evaluation the eigenvalues of K+Kg 
matrix of unsupported structure it is possible to evaluate the properties of the structure. The calculations are done 
with the use of an original programme  developed in the Mathematica environment.
The first step is to analyze separate single modules of the structure (6 nodes, 13 elements, 18 d.o.f.) in a regular 
(for internal elements of the building) and irregular (for boundary elements) shape  (Fig. 4). Vertical and horizontal 
elements are struts (5) and the other are cables (6).
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a)                                                                  b)
                            
Fig. 4. Single module of Blur Building model: a) regular, b) boundary irregular.
Six mechanisms and one self-stress were obtained for both modules. The mechanisms are finite since 6 zero 
eigenvalues for 
GKK + matrix exist. The modules are with no tensegrity properties.
The second step is to analyse two connected sets with 4 modules (17 nodes, 48 elements, 51 d.o.f.) and 7 
modules (24 nodes, 71 d.o.f.) do define if connections allow to obtain tensegrity properties. For the structures with 
no additional struts or cables there are eight and nine mechanisms with five and eight self-stress states respectively. 
The analysis with the use of geometric stiffness matrix 
GK do not reduce the number of mechanisms, what means 
they are finite.
Thus the models with some additional cables are analysed (Fig. 5) to develop stable structures with 6 
mechanisms (rigid body motions). 
a)                                                             b)
                            
Fig. 5. Four-modules (a) and Six-modules (b) structures with additional round cables. 
Round additional elements are used on the lower or/and upper level of the structure (seen in Fig. 5) – 52 or 56 
elements for 4 modules structure and 77 or 83 elements for 6 modules structure. Six mechanisms are obtained for 
each situation and self-stresses do not change the number of zero energy modes. The partial conclusion is that the 
structures are not tensegrities and some additional cables are necessary to define a stable truss. If additional elements 
are used on lower and upper level they can be cables since tension arrives on upper or lower level only.
The final step is to describe full Blur building model. If no additional struts or cables are used there are 161 
nodes, 545 elements with 483 d.o.f . Twenty mechanisms exist with eighty two self-stress states. Including the self-
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stress into the structures (matrix 
GK ) do not reduce the number of mechanisms.  The structures is not a tensegrity 
and some additional elements are required to define a stable configuration. If one round set of additional cables are 
applied on upper and/or lower level (565 or 585 elements) eight mechanisms with one hundred ten or ninety self-
stresses are observed. For two round sets of additional elements one can receive seven mechanisms with one 
hundred five self-stresses. To define a stable structure with six mechanisms some additional cables to connect the 
neighbouring struts  (Fig. 6) are necessary. The total number of elements is 637 and one hundred sixty self-stresses 
are observed.
Fig. 6. Full model of Blur Building.
The final conclusion is that the Blur building is not a tensegrity structure but 160 self-stresses can be defined. 
According to the author’s experience the existence of self-stresses in non-tensegrity structure allow for tension of 
the truss with little sensitivity for the level of forces. Such a structure can be stable but the control is relatively 
difficult [1 ].  
5. Conclusions
The definition of tensegrity structures has evolved in last 50 years what is the reason why there are some 
structures which are called “tensegrity”, but they don’t meet requirements. In this paper two existing structures were 
analyzed and checked if they are really tensegrity type. 
According to a qualitative analysis of trusses it is to conclude that Kono structure should not be named tensegrity.
It is possible de define one infinitesimal mechanism stabilized by self-stress.
The Blur building does not possess sufficient features of the tensegrity structure. No infinitesimal mechanisms 
are observed. Several self-sress states exist.
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